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Abstract

Dynamic information is generally extracted from deuterium quadrupole echo spectra by matching a spectrum calculated for a par-
ticular motional model to the experimental spectrum. In this work, a set of computer programs has been written to facilitate fitting of
calculated spectra to experimental spectra that represent from one to five motional models. The fitting program requires pre-calculated
libraries of spectra for the models of interest, and accomplishes the fitting either by a systematic method or by simulated annealing. The
systematic method is convenient for fitting with one or two motional models, but the simulated annealing method is faster for two or
more models, if the libraries are made up of hundreds of spectra. The parameter Q, with the standard deviation of the spectral points
estimated as the standard deviation of the baseline noise, provides a stringent measure of goodness of fit. Acceptable fits of experimental
data as judged by this criterion have not been found, even in the case of ring flip motion in phenylalanine-d5 in which the fit may be
judged acceptable by eye. An example of fitting with isotropic and methyl rotation motional models of alanine-d3, which have distinct
spectral patterns, shows that it is possible to obtain reasonably accurate estimates of the relative amounts of deuterium representing the
different models, even from poorly fitted spectra.
� 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Deuterium quadrupole echo spectra have been used to
study dynamics of many systems including macromolecules
[1], small molecular complexes [2], and small molecules in
association with substrates such as zeolites [3], silica [4]
or clay [5,6]. The shape of the quadrupole echo spectrum
is generally sensitive to motions with a range of rates from
103 to 107 s�1 [7].

Kinetic information cannot be extracted directly from
spectra. Instead, an experimental spectrum must be
matched with a calculated spectrum, generated for the
intermediate range of rates noted above by diagonalization
of the matrix A, defined by
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A ¼ iXþ K; ð1Þ

where K is a matrix of jump rates between sites in the
motional model, and X is the diagonal matrix of NMR fre-
quencies for each of the sites in the model [8,9]. A detailed
motional model, quadrupole parameters, jump rates, and
acquisition parameters must be supplied for this calcula-
tion. Calculated spectra are usually matched by eye with
experimental spectra taken at various temperatures, allow-
ing kinetic rates to be assigned to each temperature, and
activation energies of the motion to be calculated [10].

In our work on dynamics of aromatic hydrocarbons in
association with natural organic matter, we encounter situ-
ations in which an experimental spectrum suggests the
presence of more than one motional model, as has also
been observed, for example, for benzene on montmorillon-
ite clay [5] and silica [4]. We have embarked on the work
described here to facilitate and partially automate fitting
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of calculated spectra with multiple (or single) motional
models to experimental spectra. We have also attempted,
with limited success, to establish a goodness of fit parame-
ter that can be used to evaluate and compare different fits.

Aliev and Harris [11] automated fitting of quadrupole
echo spectra for a single motional model using the method
of simulated annealing [12], with a cost function R,

R ¼ 1

n

Xn

i¼1
ðyexp

i � ycalc
i Þ

2
; ð2Þ

where yexp is the experimental spectrum to be fit, ycalc is the
calculated spectrum, and n in our work is the number of
points in the spectral pattern. Simulated annealing origi-
nated by analogy to physical annealing of a solid, in which
the solid is melted and then slowly cooled such that local
high-energy configurations are avoided and the lowest
energy state is reached [12,13]. In this procedure, a cost
function (analogous to energy) is minimized while the value
of a control parameter (analogous to temperature) is low-
ered. From a randomly chosen starting configuration (set
of variables) a random step is made; if the step lowers
the value of the cost function it is always accepted, other-
wise, the step is accepted with probability

P ¼ expð�DR=cÞ; ð3Þ
where c is the control parameter and DR is the difference
between the current and previous values of the cost func-
tion. To simulate slow cooling, the control parameter is
lowered in a series of steps according to some cooling sche-
dule, and at each step of the control parameter a number of
steps making random changes in the variables are carried
out. The non-zero probability of accepting an uphill step
makes it possible to escape from local minima, increasing
the likelihood of finding the global minimum of the cost
function.

The approach of Aliev and Harris [11] was to calculate
spectra during the fitting process. Whether spectra can be
conveniently calculated during the fitting, or are better
calculated beforehand, depends upon how quickly a spec-
trum can be calculated, which depends upon the number
of sites in the motional model. For our benzene models
with 30 or 32 sites, we have chosen to first calculate large
libraries of spectra, with each library representing one
motional model with a particular range of kinetic rates,
and then have the fitting program read in these libraries
and combine them as requested to find the best fit. We
have utilized simulated annealing, with the modification
that the best fits found during the process are saved and
used to facilitate the fitting as described in the Methods
section. The calculation of libraries before the fitting also
allows a brute force systematic approach in which all pos-
sible combinations of the spectra from chosen libraries are
made. We compare these methods for test spectra with
one to three motional models made up of combinations
of spectra from calculated libraries, and also demonstrate
the simulated annealing technique on four- and five- model
test spectra.
While R is an excellent indicator of the best match of
calculated to experimental data for a single experimental
spectrum, R is not a good parameter to compare for fits
of different experimental spectra, because it depends upon
the noise and any other error levels in each spectrum. So,
R cannot be used as a general goodness of fit parameter
that provides a distinct criterion by which fits can be judged
as acceptable. For this, we turn to the parameter Pv(v2,m)
[14] or Q [15], which provides a statistical measure of good-
ness of fit. Q is the incomplete c-function, Q(0.5m,0.5v2)
[15], where m is the number of degrees of freedom and

v2 ¼
Xn

i¼1

ðyexp
i � ycalc

i Þ
ri

� �2

: ð4Þ

For an acceptable fit, the value of Q should be about 0.5,
while a value greater than 0.001 is acceptable on occasion
and very low values are indicative of a poor fit [14,15]. v2

resembles R but includes the standard deviation of the
experimental data (ri). We propose to calculate ri from
the experimental spectrum itself as the standard deviation
of baseline points. We demonstrate how Q calculated with
this ri can be used as a goodness of fit measure, although it
will be likely to judge many fits of experimental data as
unacceptable.
2. Computational methods

2.1. Program development

2.1.1. DMS

While the FORTRAN program MXQET [8] is available
for quadrupole echo spectral calculations, for flexibility we
have written a program in the C programming language,
the Deuterium Motional Simulation Program (DMS). Like
MXQET, DMS calculates solid-state deuterium quadru-
pole echo NMR spectra for samples that are not spinning,
using the methodology presented by Greenfield et al. [8],
and has the option of applying the approximate corrections
for finite pulse width, exchange during pulses, and the vir-
tual free induction decay (FID) described by Barbara et al.
[16]. The NMR signal is calculated in the time domain as a
FID, and Fourier transformed to give a spectrum. The
simulation is of an echo sequence of the type

p=2� s1 � p=2� s2 � acquire:

DMS requires as input the quadrupole parameters
(v = e2qQ/h and g), particulars of the simulated data acqui-
sition (such as number of points, dwell time, and pulse
width), and a motional model or series of motional models
with kinetic parameters. In the ideal calculation the p/2
pulses are delta functions with no width, and the echo
top occurs at s2 = s1. When corrections for finite pulse
width are made the echo will not appear at s2 = s1, and
s2 must be made shorter than s1, beginning the acquisition
early so that the echo top is not missed. Then, cubic spline
interpolation [8,17,18] is used to locate the echo top and
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left shift so that the echo top is the first point in the FID
prior to Fourier transformation.

Evaluation of the FID requires diagonalization of the
complex non-Hermitian matrix A (Eq. 1), accomplished
in DMS by incorporation of the CLAPACK routine called
ZGEEV. CLAPACK is a C translation of the FORTRAN
LAPACK routines for solving systems of linear equations,
linear least squares problems, eigenvalue problems and sin-
gular value problems [19], available on the world wide web
at http://www.netlib.org.

DMS does not have all the features of MXQET. It does
not handle composite p/2 pulses, always uses equal a priori
probabilities for the sites in the kinetic model, and is limit-
ed to no more than two separate angle sets corresponding
to transformations between different frames that determine
the details of the motion.

The calculation of the FID also requires an average of
the signal over all orientations with respect to the magnetic
field. The method we use has been discussed by Koons
et al. [20] as the Conroy–Wolfsberg method, and by Bak
and Nielsen [21] as the ZCW method. Conroy’s method
of evaluating multidimensional integrals [22] represents
the approximate value of the integral as a sum over M val-
ues which depend upon the rational fractions pi/M. The
{pi} = {p1,p2, . . .,pk} are odd integers selected by Conroy’s
scheme to minimize the error in the approximated integral,
where k is the number of variables in the function being
integrated. Thus, we need Conroy sets of M,p1,p2, for
k = 2, since we are generating two angles. A set of M Euler
angles c and b (equivalent to polar angles / and h, respec-
tively) are generated by DMS using the formulae reported
by Bak and Nielsen [21] for the Spherical ZCW method,

c ¼ 2p modf
p1ði� 1Þ

M

� �

and

b ¼ cos�1 1� 2 modf
p2ði� 1Þ

M

� �� �
; i ¼ 1 . . . M ; ð5Þ

where modf is a function that returns the fractional part of
the argument. The method is called ‘‘spherical’’ because the
angles form a spherical set, meaning that they each subtend
the same amount of solid angle and so do not require any
weighting function to be applied in the averaging. A sepa-
rate program has been written for the generation of Con-
roy sets with lowest possible error that searches for p1

and p2 given M, either exhaustively by trying all possibili-
ties, or randomly if M is large. For each {M,p1,p2} the
integral of the test function f2 is calculated as Conroy’s
sum [22], and the error is evaluated as the difference be-
tween this sum and the known value of the integral calcu-
lated analytically. Attempts to further optimize the Conroy
sets specifically for the deuterium spectrum by evaluating a
static deuterium spectrum using the best Conroy sets out-
put for a particular M value resulted in the conclusion that
all good Conroy sets determined from the evaluation of f2

were equally good in the spectral calculations.
The DMS program allows all sites within a frame to
exchange, or allows the kinetic matrix to be entered explic-
itly, as a list of rates in units of s�1 between pairs of sites in
the model. Entering a kinetic matrix in detail allows nearest
neighbor (NN) exchange or any other selection of exchange
possibilities. If all sites exchange, two possibilities may be
chosen: equal rates (in units of s�1) (AEE) or unequal rates
(AEU), in which all sites exchange with the same rate in
units of rad/s, but individual jumps have different rates in
units of s�1, depending upon the jump angle between sites.
The jump angle is defined as the angle between the z axes of
the quadrupole principle axis systems, meaning the angle
between the C–D bonds in the two sites. In the AEE and
AEU exchange patterns, in the case of two motional
frames, exchange does not occur between sites that have
different sub-sites in both of the frames, i.e., a jump is made
only within one frame.

2.1.2. LCP

Since we have chosen to calculate libraries of spectra pri-
or to fitting, the Library Creation Program (LCP) has been
written to facilitate this. LCP produces files describing the
library and listing the jump rates, and an input file for
either DMS or MXQET. Running the appropriate spectral
calculation program with this input causes all the spectra
for the library to be calculated. A library may contain spec-
tra for more than one p/2 pulse width and more than one s
value, but these parameters are not varied in the fitting.
The kinetic rates and in some cases a single angle in the
Euler angle sets defining the motional model are varied in
a library, and are then the variables in the fit. Kinetic rates
are varied between an input minimum and maximum in
logarithmic steps, while an angle, if varied, is incremented
in linear steps. Allowed DMS kinetic modes are AEE
and AEU, and a limited case of explicit entry of the rate
matrix in which all rates for the single motional frame
are identical. For MXQET ‘‘all sites exchange’’ and ‘‘hard
collision = Y’’ are always used. Thus the kinetic file only
has to store one or two lists of kinetic rates, rather than
a complete rate matrix for each spectrum in the library.

The rationale behind the choice of which parameters to
treat as fixed and variable in the fitting is as follows. It is
assumed that the quadrupole parameters are known, and
that the acquisition and processing parameters are deter-
mined by the experimental setup and data processing.
Therefore, these parameters are not variables in the fitting.
It is convenient to construct a library with several p/2 pulse
widths and s values, so that otherwise similar experimental
spectra collected with differing values of these parameters
may be fit using the same library. In this case, the fitting
program described below will find and use only those spec-
tra from a library with pulse width and delay that match
those of the experimental spectrum, ignoring the others.
Once the motional model is chosen, the main parameters
to be identified by a fit are the rates of jumping between
sites, so these rates are the main variables in the fitting;
every rate associated with the model is always a library
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variable. We also find that for some more complicated
models (such as small- and large-angle wobble, see below)
a certain Euler angle in the model may take on any of sev-
eral values, making it desirable to search for the best value
in fitting. This choice of variables is conservative, as it does
not allow parameters such as the p /2 pulse width and line
broadening, which can legitimately only be made equal to
the experimental values, but in practice might be varied
to give a better looking fit, to vary in the fitting. Of course,
any parameter may be varied in the search for a good fit by
constructing several libraries with different values of the
parameter.
2.1.3. DFP

The Deuterium Fitting Program (DFP) takes in experi-
mental spectra and calculated spectral libraries, each repre-
senting a different motional model, and attempts to find the
best (lowest R (Eq. 2)) combination of one spectrum from
each of the requested libraries to fit to each experimental
spectrum. A best-fit spectrum, ycalc, is a sum:

ycalc ¼
X

i
aiSi;jðiÞ; ð6Þ

where the ai are coefficients and the Si,j(i) are library spec-
tra. The spectrum Si,j(i) from the ith library will have a cer-
tain index, j(i), identifying its position in the library. In the
systematic method all possible combinations of one spec-
trum from each library are tried, and least squares fitting
(employing the DGELS routine from CLAPACK) is used
to determine the coefficients multiplying the spectra. This
method is limited to fits that require no more than three li-
braries. In the simulated annealing (SA) method a block of
a fixed number of simulated annealing steps starting with a
random configuration is carried out and the best fits found
during this process are saved. Blocks of SA steps are iterat-
ed up to a fixed number of times entered by the user, unless
the entered stop criterion for R is met, in which case the
calculation terminates. At the end of the calculation, the
overall best fit found, with lowest R, is reported. In addi-
tion to reporting the single best fit found, DFP can provide
an average over a group of saved fits that have values of R

no greater than a designated factor times the lowest R
found.
2.1.4. Simulated annealing

Several choices must be made for simulated annealing,
resulting in many possible ways of implementing the
method. Using spectral libraries calculated prior to the fit-
ting calculation, each library used in the fit brings two vari-
ables, the spectral index in the library and the coefficient
multiplying the spectrum. At first, we attempted simulated
annealing varying all of these variables at each step. Rea-
sonable ranges for the variables must be provided, and
the more closely these can be specified, the more quickly
an acceptably low value of R can be attained, because of
the random nature of the search. Since it is difficult to
know beforehand the ranges that are reasonable for the
coefficient variables, we calculated ranges by taking a large
number of random spectral combinations and obtaining
the coefficients with least squares fitting; the minimum
and maximum coefficients defined the starting range. This
method worked well for fits requiring two libraries of the
size described here, but failed when three libraries were
needed, apparently because as the number of variables
increases wide starting ranges make location of the correct
fit more difficult. With this consideration, we have chosen
to vary only the spectral index variables in simulated
annealing, and to find the coefficients at each step with least
squares fitting. This removes the need to specify any initial
range for the coefficients.

A block of simulated annealing (SA) steps as mentioned
above consists of 100 steps over which the control param-
eter is lowered, at each of which 1000 steps are taken in
which a random change is made in each of the spectral
index variables. These numbers of steps are fixed for an
executable of DFP, but could be changed by recompiling
the program. The initial control parameter, c0, is selected
using an acceptance ratio [13] of 0.95. A routine for deter-
mination of c0 tries several values of control parameter,
taking 1000 SA steps and determining empirically the
acceptance ratio as the percent of accepted steps. When
two control parameter values are found with acceptance
ratios bracketing the desired value, the average of these
two is taken as c0. Within a block of SA steps, the control
parameter is reduced with a simple cooling schedule,
according to

cn ¼ acn�1; ð7Þ

where cn is the control parameter at the nth control-param-
eter step after the first, in which c0 is used [12,13]. The cool-
ing schedule parameter a is set to 0.95.

At each step, a random change is made in each spectral
index variable, by taking a random number from 0 to 1,
multiplying this by the total allowed range for the variable
divided by two, and multiplying again by a variable factor
f, such that the maximum possible step is one half the size
of the range. Bounds checking is done, so that a step that
puts the variable outside the initial allowed range is not
permitted; instead the step takes the variable to its mini-
mum or maximum value. The variable factor f starts out
as one at the beginning of each SA block, and is reduced
at each control parameter step in the same manner as the
control parameter, by multiplication by a. Thus, this factor
acts to reduce the size of steps taken as the control param-
eter is reduced. An additional critical aspect of the random
step in our algorithm is that its size must be permitted to be
no smaller than one, such that each step moves at least to
the next neighboring spectrum in the library. At each step
the new configuration found by the random change in vari-
ables is either accepted or rejected, according to the usual
rules for SA given in the Introduction section, using R as
the cost function [11].

The program tests at each accepted step whether the val-
ue of R of the new configuration is lower than the largest
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value of R of a saved group of best configurations, and
saves the new configuration in this group if it is. It also tests
whether the criterion for R entered by the user has been
met, and terminates the calculation if it has. At the end
of each control parameter step, before moving on to the
next lower value of the control parameter, we have added
a feature not usual to SA, which is that the configuration
with the lowest R found in the array of best configurations
saved so far is used as the starting configuration for the
next control parameter step. This action seems to signifi-
cantly improve the speed of achieving a best fit.

Some fits require only one block of SA steps, but if more
than one block is required, restricting the range over which
steps can be taken is critical to rapidly converging to a cor-
rect fit. To do this, two separate arrays of configurations
with best R values are saved, one of which is initialized
at the start of each block of SA steps (local best array),
and one of which is saved over the entire calculation (over-
all best array). The local best array is updated at each
accepted step and utilized to find the starting configuration
for each control parameter step as noted above. At the end
of each SA block, any entry in the local best array with
lower R than the entry of highest R in the overall best array
replaces that highest-R entry in the overall best array. The
overall best array is then searched to find the minimum and
maximum values for each spectral index variable and 5% of
the current allowed range is added to the maximum and
subtracted from the minimum to give the new allowed
range. This new range is used only for the purposes of
selecting a random starting configuration and making ran-
dom changes in the variables in the next SA block. The ori-
ginal total range is always used for bounds checking, so
that if the new restricted range does not contain the best
fit, stepping outside that range toward the best fit is
possible.

2.1.5. Spectral centering and baseline adjustment in DFP

Because the fitted and experimental spectra are com-
pared point by point, a library must have the same total
number of points, N, as the experimental spectra. Also, it
is essential that both experimental and calculated spectra
be centered at the same frequency point, and that the base-
line be positioned at an amplitude of zero. Before use in fit-
ting, all library spectra are adjusted to move the baseline
close to zero by averaging those 5% of the total N points
on each end of the spectrum and subtracting this average
from all points. The library spectra are then collectively
normalized so that the highest peak in all of the spectra
has amplitude one. As a group, all experimental spectra
are also subjected to this baseline adjustment and normal-
ization. Collective normalization preserves the relative
heights of the spectra.

R, v2, and Q are calculated only for points in the spectral
pattern (n in number), not baseline points, requiring that
points belonging to the baseline be identified. The centering
algorithm also uses just the spectral pattern points. The
number of baseline points is determined by moving from
the outer edge of the spectrum to the center on both ends,
attempting to find the points where the amplitude increases
significantly from the level of the baseline.

The centering algorithm finds all the peaks in the exper-
imental spectral pattern with height at least 50% of the
largest peak height using finite difference derivatives to
locate maxima. It then constructs a center of mass of the
pattern, assigning a height of one to each peak to eliminate
effects of asymmetry, and shifts the center of mass to the
point N/2. The code corrects the center of mass in a few
cases were the above simple algorithm gets into difficulty,
but it depends upon the spectrum not being too asymmet-
rical, or too far off-center initially.

2.1.6. Goodness of fit and error estimates in DFP

The calculation of v2 and Q requires a standard devia-
tion of each point in the spectral pattern. We propose the
following form for ri, the standard deviation for spectral
point i:

ri ¼ rN ; ð8Þ
where the noise standard deviation, rN, is calculated for
each spectrum as the standard deviation of the amplitude
of all baseline points. Completion of the calculation of Q

requires the quantity m, equal to n�M 0, where M 0 is the
number of parameters in the fit. Since both the index of
the spectrum from each library and each coefficient are var-
ied in the fitting procedure, this total number of parameters
is taken as M 0. If the libraries were not used, the rates and
angles would have to be varied independently in the fit, so
they would contribute to M 0.

For the overall best-fit spectrum, errors in the coeffi-
cients ai Eq. (6) are determined from an error bound calcu-
lation routine provided in the LAPACK Users’ Guide [19],
using an input error of twice the noise standard deviation
rN in place of the machine precision. Percentages of each
motional model are calculated from the coefficients, and
the error in the percentages is obtained from the coefficient
errors by propagation [14]. Errors in jump rate(s) and the
value of the varied angle are estimated as the largest differ-
ence between the particular value and the adjacent value
for the next higher or lower spectrum in the library. For
an average fit spectrum, the standard deviation of each rate
or angle parameter serves as the error estimate. The stan-
dard deviation of the coefficients is compared to the aver-
age of the coefficient errors determined for the individual
fits with the error bound routine, and the larger of the
two is taken as the error. Errors in percentages of each
motional model are again propagated from the errors in
the average coefficients.

2.2. Motional models and calculations

Four basic motional models have been used in the calcu-
lations presented here. Isotropic motion (ISO) is modeled
with 32 sites in which the C–D bond is oriented along an
axis from the center to each one of the 20 face centers
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and 12 vertices of an icosahedron [5,6]. This model was
originally used with the AEE kinetic mode [6], but we also
try AEU and NN modes. Methyl rotation (MeRot) is mod-
eled with three sites with angle of 70.5� between the C–D
bond and the threefold rotation axis [10]. Small-angle
and large-angle wobble (SAW, LAW) for benzene are
models with two frames, one for 6-fold rotation with an
angle of 90� between the C–D bond and the rotation axis,
and one for wobbling of the rotation axis in a cone [5,8].
Following Xiong et al. [5] we use a 30-site model with 10
wobble sites and three sites representing the sixfold rota-
tion, but we implement the AEU kinetic mode instead of
AEE. Phenyl ring flip (RF) is modeled with two sites with
Euler angles (0, 60,0) and (180,60,0) [8].

Fitting calculations were done on a computer with dual
Intel Xeon 2.4 GHz processors and 1 GB of random-access
memory, running the Linux operating system.
3. Results

Table 1 summarizes the libraries of calculated spectra
used here, including libraries for benzene-d6 small-angle
wobble (SAW), large-angle wobble (LAW), and isotropic
(ISO), alanine-d3 methyl rotation (MeRot) and ISO, and
phenylalanine-d5 180� ring flip (RF) motional models.
For fits of the ISO motional model to aqueous alanine-d3

spectra, we found that kinetic modes in which all sites
exchange with unequal rates (AEU), all sites exchange with
equal rates (AEE), and only nearest neighbor sites
exchange (NN) were indistinguishable (not shown). We
selected the AEU mode for both ISO and SAW models
in all fitting shown here.

Test spectra for demonstrating the systematic and simu-
lated annealing (SA) methods were made by taking spectra
from the benzene-d6 libraries, multiplying them by different
factors, and combining them. For all these multiple-model
spectra, separate features representing each motional mod-
el were visually identifiable in the spectral shape. These test
spectra were fit with DFP using the libraries from which
they originated to compare the efficacy and time taken
for each method, using one- to five- library fits. Fig. 1
shows one of these spectra, which were all correctly fitted
with most values of R less than 1.0 · 10�30 and none great-
er than 1.0 · 10�14. Fig. 2 shows the relative time taken for
each fit plotted against the number of least squares fits
done, which is the total number of possible combinations
of spectra from the libraries used for systematic fitting, or
the total number of steps taken in simulated annealing.
For libraries of the size used here (891 spectra for SAW
and LAW models included in all fits, and 50 spectra for
the ISO model included in fits with three or more libraries)
the systematic method was faster only for a one-library fit.
The simulated annealing method was faster for two-library
fits, and SA fits requiring three to five libraries were all
completed substantially more efficiently than the single
three-library systematic fit. The number of iterations of
simulated annealing (number of blocks of SA steps) was
1–2 (6–26, 33) for the three- (four-, five-) library fits.

A few tests were done to explore the use of Q as a
goodness of fit parameter. Table 2 and Fig. 3 show fits
of artificial spectra made by combining an alanine MeRot
library spectrum and real experimental noise. In this case,
rN is the only source of error in the spectrum. Q values
are within the acceptable range (>0.001 and <1.0). The
rates given by the fits are not identical to the test spectrum
rate of 1.009 · 108 s�1, indicating that library spectra with
rates in the range 0.93 · 108 to 1.5 · 108 s�1 are very close
in appearance and essentially indistinguishable. Fig. 4
shows fits with the 180� ring flip model of an experimental
spectrum of phenylalanine-d5. Systematic fits of this data
with v values in the range of 168–170 kHz and g values
from 0.03 to 0.04 are acceptable as judged by eye, while
Q is zero for all fits. Flip rates for the best fits indicate
that the rate is not well defined but is greater than
1 · 107 (Table 3).

Spectra of combinations of two alanine-d3 samples (sol-
id and aqueous) held in separate containers were taken to
compare percentages of different motional models, calcu-
lated from the coefficients multiplying library spectra, to
the known percentages. Spectra of the individual samples
showed only a pattern consistent with ISO motion in the
aqueous alanine-d3, while spectra of the solid appeared to
represent MeRot motion only. Spectra of the combined
samples were fit with ISO and MeRot libraries with quad-
rupole coupling constant, v, of 167.0 kHz [10] and the cor-
rect experimental pulse with of 1.9 ls in two-library
systematic fits. However, the best-fit spectrum did not
match the experimental pattern well at the shoulders and
horns (Fig. 5a). To remedy this, a fit with v of 164.0 kHz
and pulse width of 3.0 ls was tried; this too did not provide
a good fit as judged by eye (Fig. 5b). Better matching of the
somewhat rounded horns and sloping shoulders of the
experimental pattern was obtained by combining two or
three MeRot libraries with different v values in three- and
four-library SA fits. One spectrum from the three-library
fitting is shown in Fig. 5c for comparison to the other mod-
els used, and Fig. 6 shows further examples of superim-
posed experimental and three-library fitted spectra. All of
the experimental spectra are poorly matched by calculated
three-library spectra as judged by the parameter Q, which
is zero. Fig. 7 shows a graph of the percent of each motion-
al model from the overall best fit three-library spectra plot-
ted against the known percent. Percentages from DFP
differ by 0.1 to 4.1 (0.5 to 9.4) percentage points from the
known percentages for the spectra with s of 40 ls
(100 ls). Errors provided by DFP vary from 5 to 37 per-
centage points for MeRot and 3 to 21 percentage points
for ISO. The form of this graph was similar for the other
fits tried; even fits that were poorer as judged by eye gave
similar accuracy. The trend toward overestimation of the
ISO component as the percent of ISO increases is more
pronounced in the data from spectra with s of 100 ls, indi-
cating the shorter s value of 40 ls, which gives spectra that



Table 1
Parameters of spectral libraries

Library
name

Model Kinetic
mode

No. Rates No.
Angles

Minimum rate Maximum rate Minimum
angle

Maximum
angle

No.
points

90� pw
(ls)

LB
(Hz)

v
(kHz)

g No. PA
angles

Benzene-d6 Libraries, s = 20, 40 ls

BnzSAW SAW AEU 9 wobble/9 C6 11 5E3 wobble, 1E6 C6 5E5 wobble, 1E8 C6 4� 24� 1024 2.25 318 183.0 0.04 1154
BnzLAW1 LAW AEU 9 wobble/9 C6 11 5E3 wobble, 1E6 C6 1E6 wobble, 1E8 C6 25� 45� 1024 2.25 318 183.0 0.04 1154
BnzLAW2 LAW AEU 9 wobble/9 C6 11 5E3 wobble, 1E6 C6 1E6 wobble, 1E8 C6 46� 66� 1024 2.25 318 183.0 0.04 1154
BnzISO ISO AEU 50 11 1.0E+05 5.0E+08 – – 1024 2.25 318 183.0 0.0 1154

Alanine-d3 Libraries, s = 40, 100 ls

AlaMeRot MeRot AEE 150 – 2.0E+06 1.0E+09 – – 1024 1.9 1000 167.0 0.0 9644
AlaMeRot167 MeRot AEE 150 – 2.0E+06 1.0E+09 – – 8192 1.9 1000 167.0 0.0 9644
AlaMeRot160 MeRot AEE 10 – 2.0E+06 1.0E+09 – – 8192 1.9 1000 160.0 0.0 9644
AlaMeRot164 MeRot AEE 10 – 1.0E+07 1.0E+11 – – 8192 3.0 1000 164.0 0.0 9644
AlaISO167 ISO AEU 100 – 5.0E+06 1.0E+09 – – 8192 1.9 1000 167.0 0.0 1154
AlaISO164 ISO AEU 10 – 1.0E+07 1.0E+11 – – 8192 3.0 1000 164.0 0.0 1154

Phenylalanine-d5 Libraries, s = 40 ls

PheRF180 RF AEE 200 – 1.0E+05 5.0E+09 – – 512 1.8 500 180.0 0.05 100004
PheRF170 RF AEE 20 – 1.0E+07 1.0E+11 – – 512 1.8 500 170.0 0.05 100004
PheRF168 RF AEE 20 – 1.0E+07 1.0E+10 – – 512 1.8 500 168.1 0.036 100004
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Fig. 1. Five-library simulated annealing (SA) fit of a test spectrum made
up from combinations of the spectra from the benzene-d6 libraries of
Table 1. Solid line is the calculated spectrum, and symbols are the test
spectrum. Both fitted and test spectra have the composition written on the
plot. The R value for the fit, stop criterion and number of iterations
actually taken are listed.

Fig. 2. Plot of log of time taken for each fit of test spectra made up from
library spectra vs. log of the number of least squares fits done during the
fitting calculation. Times are relative to the longest time taken, which was
12.47 h for the three-library systematic fit. Fits using the same number of
libraries are labeled with the same symbol, with the filled symbol
representing the systematic fit (sys) and the open symbol representing
the simulated annealing fit (SA). The libraries used are for benzene (Bnz)
undergoing small-angle wobble (SAW), large-angle wobble (LAW), and
isotropic (ISO) motions (Table 1). Included are two one-library fits of
spectra from BnzSAW and BnzLAW1, 11 two-library fits combining
spectra from BnzSAW and BnzLAW1 in increments of 10% from 0 to
100%, and three three-library fits, five four-library fits and one five-library
fit (shown in Fig. 1), all combining spectra from BnzSAW, BnzISO, and
one or more of the LAW libraries. The same fits were done with both
methods, except that only one three-library combination was fit with the
systematic method, and no four- and five-library systematic fits were done.
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are better fit as judged by eye, provides more accurate
percentages of the components.
4. Discussion

Matching of calculated deuterium quadrupole echo
spectra to experimental spectra is an effort that cannot be
fully automated, because judgment must always be applied
in interpreting the experimental spectrum to select the
appropriate motional model(s). Regardless of the method
used for fitting, all physically reasonable alternative models
must be considered, and reasonable ranges of parameters
for those models must be explored in the search for a best
fit. We have demonstrated the success of the group of pro-
grams presented here as a tool to facilitate this search when
spectra represent from one to five motional models. The
Table 2
Parameters for fits to ideal spectra with experimental noise added

Spectrum Noise rN m Coef.

Fig. 3a Air 0.004 196 1.07 ± 0
Fig. 3b Glass 0.008 188 1.06 ± 0
Fig. 3c Teflon 0.014 180 1.03 ± 0

Parameters for fits to ideal noisy spectra made up from AlaMeRot (alanine m
experimental spectra. Spectra are plotted in Fig. 3. Particulars of the AlaMeR
Deuterium Fitting Program (DFP) group of programs
can be obtained from http://chem.okstate.edu/~dfp, along
with documentation and sample inputs.

Our examples of fitting have employed only spectra rep-
resenting fast motions. The appropriate models have rates
of 1 · 107 or greater, and the rates are not well defined,
because quadrupole echo spectra are not expected to distin-
guish rates this fast. Although we have not demonstrated it
by example, the DFP group of programs is designed to
extract rates from spectral fits, since the rate(s) (and possi-
bly also an angle in the model) are what is varied in a
library. The averaging feature may be very useful for arriv-
ing at an error estimate for rates, by allowing fits that are
close enough to be considered indistinguishable to be
Rate (s�1) R · 105 v2 Q

.02 9.3 · 107 1.5 199 0.4

.03 1.2 · 108 7.6 243 0.004

.06 1.5 · 108 19.8 175 0.6

ethyl rotation) spectrum with rate of 1.009 · 108 s�1 and noise from three
ot library are in Table 1.

http://chem.okstate.edu/~dfp


Fig. 3. Fit spectra (dashed gray lines) and artificial experimental spectra
(solid black lines) made up of a AlaMeRot (alanine methyl rotation, Table
1) library spectrum with jump rate of 1.009 · 108 s�1 and experimental
noise spectra obtained for (a) no sample, (b) glass, and (c) Teflon tape.
Noise spectra were scaled by different amounts to produce differing signal-
to-noise ratios. Fits are systematic, using the AlaMeRot library. Table 2
lists parameters of the spectra and fits. Fig. 4. Fitted 180� ring flip (RF) model spectra (dashed lines) and

experimental phenylalanine-d5 spectrum (solid lines). Libraries used were
(a) PheRF180, (b) PheRF170, (c and d) PheRF168. All are best overall fits
except d, which is an average of 20 spectra with R no greater than 10 times
the lowest R. Values of R are written on the plots, and other parameters
are in Table 3.
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averaged together. Some trial and error is required to
determine the step size for rates in the library, and the cri-
terion for which fits to average.

Both the simulated annealing and systematic methods
are capable of providing correct results for test spectra
whose composition is exactly known. These fits of artificial
spectra were essential to develop the fitting program and
verify the efficacy of the methods. For two-library fits,
the systematic approach is most convenient even though
it is slower, because it does not require the input of a limit
on the number of iterations and the stop criterion for R.
For fits with three or more motional models with large
numbers of library spectra, simulated annealing is the best
choice due its greater speed. Fits of test spectra may be
done to determine the appropriate number of iterations,
which can be overestimated to avoid stopping the fit too
early. Our experience is that values of R are rarely below
1 · 10�7 for experimental spectra, so a stop criterion equal
to or below this will often be a good choice.

We have shown that Q can in principle be an effective
goodness of fit parameter. Q values show that the fits of
ideal spectra with added noise (Table 2 and Fig. 3) are
acceptable, as expected because the added noise is known
to be the only contribution to the error in the spectral
amplitude. Values of Q in the acceptable range were not
found for fits of the ring flip motional model to real exper-
imental phenylalanine-d5 data (Fig. 4), even though the fits
of Figs. 4c and d might be judged as acceptable to the eye
and the quadrupole parameters for these fits correspond to
those found by Gall et al. [23] for the short T1 component
of phenylalanine-d5. Q provides a very stringent criterion
for an acceptable fit. Hence when experimental spectra
deviate in a manner easily visible to the eye from the calcu-
lated spectra, Q is zero, indicating a poor fit. This problem,
evidenced in Figs. 4–6, may be due in part to a lack of the
proper estimate of experimental errors that go into the cal-
culation of ri. Perhaps a larger ri value that includes all
sources of random experimental error could be obtained
by taking the standard deviation averaged over only the
spectral points for several spectra of the same sample
acquired at different times. We have experimented with this
(results not shown), but rejected this procedure because it is
inconvenient to take multiple spectra of every sample and
can be very expensive in experiment time when spectra
must be acquired for long times. The failure to find fits
to experimental spectra with acceptable Q may also be
due to experimental artifacts not entirely known and not
taken into account in the quadrupole echo spectral



Table 3
Fits of ring flip model to phenylalanine-d5 spectrum

Spectrum Library e2qQ/h g Rate · 10�9 (s�1) R · 105 v2 Q

Fig. 4a PheRF180 180 0.05 5.0 ± 0.3 189 30410 0
Fig. 4b PheRF170 170 0.05 0.11 ± 0.07 55 8851 0
Fig. 4c PheRF168 168.1 0.036 0.06 ± 0.03 40 6522 0
Fig. 4d PheRF168 168.1 0.036 2 ± 3 41 6575 0

Parameters for fits shown in Fig. 4 of phenylalanine-d5 spectrum with rN = 0.004 and m = 290. Particulars of the 180� ring flip (RF) libraries are in Table 1.

Fig. 5. Fitted spectra (gray lines) and experimental combined solid and
aqueous (1.7 ± 0.1%) alanine-d3 spectrum (black lines) with s = 40 ls. Fit
spectra are best overall from (a) systematic fit with libraries AlaMeRot167
and AlaISO167, v = 167 kHz, 90� pulse width = 1.9 ls, (b) systematic fit
with libraries AlaMeRot164 and AlaISO164, v = 164 kHz, 90� pulse
width = 3.0 ls, and (c) simulated annealing fit with libraries AlaM-
eRot167, AlaMeRot160, and AlaISO167. The alanine (Ala) methyl
rotation (MeRot) libraries are described in Table 1.
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calculation. One well-known artifact is the asymmetry that
arises from the long rise and fall times of the radiofrequen-
cy pulses relative to their length and cannot be reliably
avoided, as described by Vold [24]. Spectra can be artificial-
ly made symmetric by setting the imaginary part to zero
before Fourier transformation or by averaging correspond-
ing points in the two halves of the spectrum, but it is our
experience with the phenylalanine-d5 data that these proce-
dures do not lead to an acceptable Q value, probably
because the true spectrum, which would be obtained with
perfect square pulses, is not well represented by the artifi-
cially symmetric spectrum. Another source of the problem
of unacceptable fits is approximations in the spectral calcu-
lation method that lead to slight errors in the calculated
spectrum. Also, arriving at an exactly correct model may
be difficult even if an individual calculated spectrum is cor-
rect, for example, if a range of quadrupole parameters is
appropriate. Any of these latter difficulties will make the
calculated spectral shape a poor match to the experimental,
and will result in low Q even if the estimate of the standard
deviation is adequate. In cases where experimental imper-
fections or limitations of the theoretical calculations are
not addressed, or if the estimate of ri cannot be amended
to include any other error sources, Q will not be of practi-
cal use.

Since Q as implemented here has limited usefulness, it
may be tempting to compare values of R. However, as stat-
ed in the Introduction, it is not valid to compare R values
for fits of different spectra, such as those shown in Figs. 3
and 6. R values may be compared for different fits of a sin-
gle spectrum, as in Figs. 4 and 5, and they show the expect-
ed trend of lower R as the fit becomes better as judged by
eye. However, R is not a substitute for Q, because we do
not know what value of R constitutes an acceptable fit
for any given spectrum. The best that can be done is to
search for fits with smaller and smaller values of R.

Fig. 7 shows that even when fits are poor, as judged both
by the value of Q and by eye, quantitative percentages of
motional models can be extracted, with an accuracy of less
than five percentage points for the example given. This is
encouraging to the extraction of quantitative parameters
in cases where the imperfections and limitations mentioned
above cannot be readily overcome. A favorable outcome
may have resulted here because the models can be well dis-
tinguished by eye: two models with very similar powder
pattern shapes that both give poor fits might cause the per-
centages to have greater errors. Perhaps variation of the
angle between the C–D bond and the threefold rotation
axis in the methyl rotation library, or the use of a different
motional model in which the C–D bond wobbles, would
make more sense physically than our choice of multiple v
values, and also lead to a better fit, resulting in better accu-
racy and precision than shown in Fig. 7. The use of a liquid
sample, certainly inappropriate for quadrupole echo spec-
troscopy, needs to be explained. It was chosen in part as
a convenient sample for combined spectra of known com-
position, and in part because the isotropic (ISO) motional
model is of interest to us. The verification of percentages
obtained from fitting accomplished with the combined
spectra is a useful exercise because in some applications



Fig. 6. Examples of experimental combined solid and aqueous alanine-d3 spectra obtained with 40 ls s (black lines) and overall best fitted spectra from
simulated annealing (SA) fit with libraries AlaMeRot167, AlaMeRot160, and AlaISO167 (gray lines). Values of R ranged from 6.2 · 10�6 to 2.1 · 10�4.
Methyl rotation (MeRot) rates ranged from 1.8 · 107 to 1 · 109 s�1 and isotropic (ISO) rates ranged from 1.7 · 107 to 1 · 109 rad/s. The ratio of the
contribution from AlaMeRot167 to that from AlaMeRot160 was also inconsistent between fits and ranged from 0.35 to 1.63. Spectra are of (a) 6.7%
aqueous sample, (b) 14.6% aqueous sample, (c) 25.8% aqueous sample, and (d) 50.0% aqueous sample, scaled to show up to show details of the MeRot
pattern and expanded to show ISO pattern only.

Fig. 7. Plot of percentages of alanine-d3 isotropic (ISO) and methyl
rotation (MeRot) motional models obtained from spectral fitting against
the percentages known from sample composition. Square symbols
represent MeRot percentage and circles represent ISO percentage. Open
(closed) symbols are from fits of spectra with 40 ls (100 ls) s. Error bars
are shown only for the data with 40 ls s for clarity. Fits were done with
simulated annealing using two libraries for MeRot with v of 160 and
167 kHz, and one library for ISO with v of 167 kHz. Examples of fit
spectra are shown in Figs. 5c and 6.
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these percentages can be the basis for calculating enthalpy
changes, for example if an ISO motion can be regarded as
representing free ligand and another motional pattern
associated with bound ligand [5]. The rate determined for
ISO motion in aqueous alanine-d3 is not necessarily cor-
rect, as the motion may be faster than can be detected
through line shape analysis.

Our results suggest a situation in which our programs,
like any fitting method, must be applied with particular
care. Only motional spectral patterns that can be visually
identified in the experimental spectrum, or can reasonably
be expected to be present from other evidence, can be
entered into the fit. For example, if features representing
each component are not visually identifiable in a multi-
ple-model spectrum, unlike the case in Figs. 1 and 2,
DFP may have trouble characterizing a hidden component
in experimental spectra. Similarly, a small amount of a
component whose spectra have relatively small amplitude
may cause the same difficulty. Notice that as percent of
methyl rotation (MeRot) decreases in Fig. 7, the inaccura-
cy in percent from the fit increases. At low percent of
MeRot, the percentage is expected to be very poorly deter-
mined. This may be accounted for in part by the poor qual-
ity of the fit of the MeRot pattern, but is also expected
because the ISO spectral pattern is so much higher in
amplitude than the MeRot pattern. Hence, as the percent-
age of ISO increases, the MeRot pattern becomes less dis-
tinguishable from the noise. For perfectly shaped, well-fit
spectra with essentially no noise, this problem should not
be seen. However, for experimental spectra with commonly
obtainable noise levels only certain percentages of different
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models in combination may be reliably extractable from
fits.

Future program development might include incorpo-
rating the Deuterium Motional Simulation (DMS) spec-
tral calculation program into DFP to allow calculation
of spectra during the fitting process, for refining fits after
fitting with a library with large increments in the rates.
Any inclusion of spectral calculation at each SA step must
consider the time for each spectral calculation, and so will
be practical mainly for simpler models with fewer sites.
Also, the usefulness of refinement will depend upon
whether a single exact fit or an average is best. In cases
in which averaging over a range with the attendant esti-
mation of errors through the standard deviations of
parameters is appropriate, homing to a single best fit with
refinement may not be helpful. Currently, DFP is not set
up conveniently for searching for the best values of the
quadrupole parameters, but rather assumes that these
are known. To facilitate searching for best values of these
parameters, they could be included as variables in the
libraries, or the capability to vary the quadrupole param-
eters in SA fits in which spectral calculations are done at
each step could be included in DFP. The ability to vary v
in a library and average over it would have been helpful
in dealing with the alanine-d3 MeRot pattern here, where
two separate libraries with different v where employed to
represent a range of v values (Figs. 5c and 6). Enhance-
ments to the simulated annealing algorithm will be
required to fit with six or more libraries, but this probably
will not be pursued since most applications will not
require so many individual motional models. If many
models are required because a range of motions is pres-
ent, averaging over the appropriate parameters to repre-
sent the range probably makes more sense than using
several distinct models. Additional code for streamlining
the fitting process, such as a program to set up inputs
for DFP interactively and a procedure to automatically
plot spectra from DFP output files would be useful.

5. Experimental

Deuterium-labeled L-alanine-3,3,3-d3 (99 at.% D) was
purchased from CDN Isotopes, and re-crystallized from a
saturated H2O solution [10]. Solid samples were weighed
in 4mm glass containers designed to hold the entire sample
inside the transceiver coil. Aqueous solutions were placed
in a shortened 4 mm NMR tube that allowed some of the
sample to be outside the coil; however, quantities were esti-
mated for these samples by assuming that only a 1 cm long
column of liquid inside the coil could be detected in the
deuterium quadrupole echo spectrum. The ability to take
spectra of a combination of solid alanine-d3 and aqueous
solutions of alanine-d3 held in separate tubes in the
NMR transceiver coil provides a means to acquire spectra
representing two motional models, for which the quantities
of deuterium undergoing each motion are quantitatively
known independently of the NMR experiment. The per-
centages of methyl rotation and isotropic models were
calculated from the mass of alanine-d3 in solid samples,
and the mass of alanine-d3 and volume of the liquid sam-
ples. Deuterium-labeled L-phenylalanine-ring-d5 (98%)
was purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories.

Solid-state deuterium quadrupole echo NMR spectra
were acquired at 46.204–46.2065 MHz on a Chemagnetics
CMX-II 300 MHz solid-state NMR spectrometer, using a
static (non-sample-spinning) 2H probe equipped with
5 mm and 10 mm transceiver coils. The 90� pulse lengths
were 1.8 or 1.9 ls. Alanine-d3 spectra were collected with
delays between quadrupole echo pulses, s, of 20, 40, or
100 ls, delay between scans of 1.5 s, spectral width of
500 kHz, 1024 or 8192 points, and 512 to 4096 scans. Spec-
tra of samples including aqueous alanine-d3 where correct-
ed by subtracting from the echo signal before Fourier
transformation a signal acquired in an identical fashion
for H2O, to subtract out a very small D2O signal. Noise
spectra with no sample, glass, or Teflon tape in the coil
were obtained similarly to alanine-d3 spectra, but with dif-
fering numbers of scans. A spectrum of phenylalanine-d5

was obtained with s of 40 ls, delay between scans of 0.1 s
[23], 20,000 scans, 512 points and dwell time of 0.5 ls. This
data was zero-filled to 2048 points for transformation, and
then cut down to a spectrum of 512 points with spectral
width 500 kHz for fitting. For all data collection the probe
temperature was controlled to 25 ± 0.1 �C with a Chemag-
netics temperature controller using compressed air as the
cooling gas.
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